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Abstract 
A systematic approach is given for deriving incremental programs from non-incremental 
programs written in a standard functional programming language. We exploit a number of 
program analysis and transformation techniques and domain-specific knowledge, centered 
around effective utilization of caching, in order to provide a degree of incrementality not 
otherwise achievable by a generic incremental evaluator. 
1. Introduction 
Incremental programs take advantage of repeated computations on inputs that 
differ only slightly from one another, avoiding unnecessary duplication of common 
computations. Given a program1 and a certain input change 0, a programf’ that 
computes the value of f(x @ y) efficiently by making use of the value of f(x) is called 
an incremental version of funder 0. The parameter y can be regarded as a change 6x 
to the input x. Methods of incremental computation have widespread applications, 
e.g., loop optimizations in optimizing compilers [1,24,9,10] and transformational 
programming [26,38], interactive systems like editors [3,35] and programming envi- 
ronments [34,21], and dynamic systems like distributed databases [8,20] and real- 
time systems [45]. 
A comprehensive guide to the literature on incremental computation has appeared 
in [33]. Despite the relatively diverse categories discussed in [33], most of the work 
can be divided into three classes. 
The first class includes particular incremental algorithms designed for particular 
problems dealing with particular input changes. Examples are incremental parsing 
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[lS,lS], incremental attribute evaluation [35,48], incremental data-flow analysis [37], 
incremental circuit evaluation [2], incremental constraint solving [44,13], etc. 
The study of dynamic graph algorithms, e.g., [49], can be viewed as falling into this 
class. Although efforts in this class are directed towards particular incremental 
algorithms, they apply to a broad class of problems, e.g., any attribute grammar, any 
circuit, etc. 
In the second class, rather than manually developing particular incremental algo- 
rithms, application programs are run in a general incremental execution framework so 
that incremental computation is achieved automatically, e.g., incremental attribute 
evaluation frameworks [34], incremental computation via function caching [32], 
formal program manipulations using traditional partial evaluation [42,41], incremen- 
tal lambda reduction [12], the change detailing network of INC [SO], incremental 
computation as a program abstraction [16], etc. In this class, often no explicitly 
incremental version of an application program is derived and run autonomously by 
a standard evaluator. Moreover, any input change to an application program is 
mapped to whatever the framework can handle, which is fixed for each framework. 
Therefore, these solutions to the incremental computation problem for particular 
applications are not readily comparable with explicitly derived incremental algo- 
rithms such as those in the first class. 
In the third class, systematic approaches are studied to derive explicitly incremental 
programs from non-incremental programs using program transformation techniques 
like finite differencing [25,30]. Examples are high level iterators [lo], finite 
differencing of set expressions in SETL [30], optimizing relational database 
operations [17,27], incremental fixed point computation [7], differentiation of 
functional programs in KIDS [38,39], etc. In most of these works, programs 
are written in very high-level languages with aggregate data structures, e.g., sets 
and bags, and fixed rules are offered for transforming aggregate operations into 
more efficient incremental operations. In other work, only high-level strategies 
are proposed. What is not provided is an effective procedure for deriving 
incremental programs from non-incremental programs written in a standard language 
like Lisp. 
Our work attacks the problem of discovering incrementality for programs written 
in a standard functional programming language. We give an effective procedure 
for deriving incremental programs from non-incremental programs written in a 
standard functional programming language. The basic derivation idea is to expand 
the computation off on the new input so that subcomputations whose values 
can be efficiently retrieved from the previously computed result off are replaced 
by corresponding retrievals. We exploit a number of program analysis and 
transformation techniques and domain-specific knowledge, centered around 
effective utilization of caching, in order to provide a degree of incrementality not 
otherwise achievable by a generic incremental evaluator. We also show how our 
approach can be extended to address caching auxiliary information for increasing 
incrementality. 
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out(C, R): compute the outer product of lists C and R 
out(C, R) = if null(C) then nil 
else cons(row(car(C),R),out(cdr(C), (R)) 
row(c, R) = if null(R) then nil 
else cons(c * car(R),row(c,cdr(R))) 
insert(i,a, R): insert a in list R at position i 
insert(i, a, R) = if i < 1 then cons(a, R) 
else if null(R) then cons(a, nil) 
else cons(car(R), 
insert(i - 1, a, cdr(R))) 
Fig. 1. Example function definitions. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the derivation problem. 
Section 3 outlines the derivation procedure. Basic techniques for incrementalization 
by simplification and replacement are described in Section 4, with emphasis on 
techniques for discovering incrementality. Analysis and manipulation of recursive 
function applications are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes the derivation 
procedure and addresses a number of important issues, including correctness, termi- 
nation, auxiliary information, and mechanization. A number of examples are given in 
Section 7. Finally, we compare our approach with closely related work and conclude 
in Section 8. 
2. Defining the problem 
For simplicity of exposition, we use a simple first-order functional programming 
language. The expressions of our language are given by the following grammar: 
e::= v variable 
I c(el, . . ..e.) constructor application 
I de,, . . ..eJ primitive function application 
I f(el,...,eJ function application 
1 if e, then e2 else e3 conditional expression 
1 letv=e, ine2end binding expression 
A program is a set F of mutually recursive function definitions of the form 
f(v I,..., 21,) = e (1) 
and a function& that is to be evaluated with some input x = (x1, . . . ,x,). 
Example definitions are given in Fig. 1. Each constructor c, primitive function 
p, and user-defined function f has a fixed arity. In general, c;’ denotes the ith 
selector corresponding to the constructor c. The semantics of the language is 
strict. 
An input change @ to the function fO combines an old input x = (x,, . . ,x,) 
andachangey= (yI,...,y,) toformanewinputx’=(x;,...,x:,) =x@y,where 
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If out(C, R) returns r, then 
out’(C, i, a, r) computes out (C, insert(i, a, R)). 
For C of length m and R of length n, 
out’(C, i, a, r) takes time O(m * min(i, n)); 
out(C, insert(i, a, R)) takes time O(m * n). 
out’(C, i, a, r) = if null(r) then nil 
else cons(row’(car(C), i, a, car(r)), 
out’(cdr(C), i, a, cdr(r))) 
row’(c,i,a,rl) = if i < 1 then cons(c*a,r,) 
else if null(r,) then cons(c * a, nil) 
else cons(car(r,), 
row’(c, i - l,a,cdr(r,))) 
Fig. 2. Derived function definitions 
each xl is some function of xis and y,‘s. For example, in Fig. 1, an input change @ 
to the function out can be defined by (C, R’) = (C, R) 0 (i, a) = (C, insert(i, a, R)). 
For typographical convenience, we shall always use x to refer to the previous input 
to Jo, r the cached result of IO(x), and y the change parameter to the input x. 
We are only interested in using a cached result if we can save time by doing so. 
Accordingly, we need a time model Y such that Y(e) describes the time needed 
to compute expression e. The function Y can be obtained from standard 
constructions [46,36]. In general, given two expressions e, and e2, it is not 
decidable whether e2 computes faster than e, for given values of their variables. 
Therefore, we say F(e2) d Y(e,) if we can effectively confirm the inequality. 
Suppose vl, . . . , vk are all the variables in e, and ez, and P is some predicate on these 
variables, we write 
t(e2) G~t(ed (2) 
to denote that we can effectively decide there is a constant k such that, for any values 
ofv,,. . . , ok, if P holds then Y(e2) 6 kF(el), and we say that e2 is asymptotically at 
least as fast as el . During our derivation, P always represents the equations that hold 
at the occurrence of the expression currently under consideration; therefore, it will be 
omitted for simplicity. 
Given a program f. and an input change 0, we aim to derive fd, an incremen- 
tal version of f. under 0, such that, if fe(x) = r, then whenever fO(x @ y) returns a 
value, fd(x, y, r) returns the same value and is asymptotically at least as fast.’ 
Obviously, we can trivially define fd(x, y, r) to be fO(x @ y), but this is of no interest. 
The goal is to make fd as efficient as possible by having it use the cached result r of 
J,(x) as much as possible. 
We will use the example in Fig. 1 as a running example. At the end, we will obtain 
the incremental functions shown in Fig. 2. 
’ While fO(x) abbreviates&(x,, ,x,), and fO(x@y) abbreviates k( ( ~~,....x.)O<y,,...,y,))~f~(x,y,r) 
abbreviatesjb(xI, ,x., y,, ,y,, r). Note that some of the parameters off;, may be dead and eliminated, 
as discussed in Section 5. 
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3. Overview of the derivation procedure 
The basic derivation idea is to symbolically expand the computation offO(x 0 y) 
and replace subcomputations whose values can be efficiently retrieved from the 
cached result r off,(x) by corresponding retrievals. 
Derivation procedure. The derivation procedure recursively follows function ap- 
plications in the computation of fO(x @ y) and aims to replace these applications 
by uses of new functions introduced to compute the applications incrementally. 
To introduce a new function f’ to compute a function application f(el, . . . ,e,) 
incrementally, we collect an information set 1, describing the context of the application, 
and a cache set C, indicating how the values of certain relevant computations can be 
retrieved from a cached result under certain conditions. Then, we obtain a definition 
of f’ by the following three steps. First, we unfold [6] (also called expand [47]) 
the application. Second, we incrementalize the unfolded application. Basically, we 
consider each subexpression e of the unfolded application in applicative order and 
(a) collect an information set Ice] from e’s context based on I,, and extend the cache 
set C, under the condition that the facts in Ice, are valid, (b) recursively apply this 
procedure if e is a function application, (c) apply simplification using ZCe] and replace- 
ment by efficient retrieval using the extended C,. Third, we eliminate dead code mainly 
related to dead parameters off’. If the function f’ so obtained is suitably fast, then 
f(e 1, . . . , e,) can be replaced by an application of f ‘. Other applications off that are 
subsequently analyzed may also be replaced by applications of this f ‘, if appropriate. 
The derivation procedure starts by considering the function application fo(x @ y), 
with an empty information set and a cache set containing only fo(x) = r. We maintain 
a global data structure for the set D of functions introduced during the derivation 
procedure. We take special care of recursive function applications to help the deriva- 
tion procedure terminate naturally and, at the same time, discover as much incremen- 
tality as possible. When finished, we have the original set of functions F and the set 
D of functions introduced during the derivation procedure, including fd. We then 
eliminate dead functions in F and D not needed in computing fd. 
A function YHCJZ?‘~~~~ implements the recursive procedure on a function applica- 
tion f(el,..., e,) with information set I, cache set C, and global definition set D: 
~~c~~~,e,[rf(el,...,en)lirCD = (f’(e;, . . ..ek). 0’). 
f’ is an introduced function such that f ‘(e;, . . . , eL) computes f (el, . . . , e,) incremen- 
tally under I and C. The global set D may be extended to D’ as a side effect. 
Two main issues. The derivation procedure has two main tasks. First, incremen- 
talizing an unfolded function application, i.e., discovering and replacing subcomputa- 
tions whose values can be efficiently retrieved from cached results. Second, analyzing 
recursive function applications and introducing incremental versions that are used to 
replace these applications. 
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The first task corresponds to maintaining cache sets under collected information 
sets at subexpressions of an unfolded application and applying simplification and 
replacement to these subexpressions using these sets. The second task corresponds to 
maintaining a global set of functions introduced to compute function applications 
incrementally and replacing function applications with appropriate applications of 
these introduced functions. 
The two main issues are addressed in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Finally, the 
derivation procedure is summarized in Section 6. 
4. Incrementalization 
We define two notions, information sets and cache sets. Given an information set 
I and an initial cache set C relevant o a function application, we describe how to use 
them in incrementalizing the unfolded application, i.e., collecting information sets at 
subexpressions, extending the cache set with respect o the collected information sets, 
and using them to simplify subexpressions and replace subexpressions whose values 
can be efficiently retrieved from cached results. 
4.1. Information sets and simplification 
An information set ZEN, at the occurrence of an expression e is a collection of 
equations that hold in the context of e. We write e, -e2 to denote that two 
expressions e, and ez are equal, For example, if fO(x 0 y) is unfolded to be expres- 
sion e as follows: 
let u = e, in (if v = 0 then 0 else ez) end 
Given an information set at a top-level expression, it is simple to compute informa- 
tion sets at occurrences of subexpressions: 
if e is g(el , . . . , e,), where g is a constructor or a (primitive) function, 
then Ice,, = Zrr, for i = 1 .,n; 
if e is if e, then e2 else e3, then Ice,, = ZI~I, I[,,, = I[,] u {el t* T}, 
and I[e,~ = Ice] u {el -F}; 
if e is let u = eI in e2 end, then 1~~~1 = ICeI, and IIe,] = Ice, u {u-e,}. 
An underlying logic Lo is used to make inferences based on the facts in an 
information set. We require that Lo be compatible with the semantics of the program- 
ming language we are using [ 141, i.e., if two expressions are proved to be equal under 
Lo, then they compute the same value. In this paper, we assume that a theorem prover 
based on Lo is available, and we write e, ++I* e2 to denote that a finite proof that e, 
equals e, can be found by the theorem prover using equations in set I. 
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expression e expression e’ condition cond(1) 
v c V+$C 
e, 
e+-+:c(c;‘(e,), ,c; '(e,)) 




e can be simplified to e, 
under I using properties of p 
.f(e,,...,e.) efCellvl, ,e.luJ 
e can be unfolded under 1 and 
,f is defined as f(v,, ,v.) = e, 
if e, then e2 else e3 
e2 el++:T 
e3 e,-:F 
e2 (or e3) 
e2+$e3 and 
He,) < t(e3) (or r(eJ) < t(ez)) 
let v = e, in e2 end 
e2C4ivl el-: 4 
I 
e2CeJul e can be unfolded under I 
I I 
Fig. 3. Simplification. 
Simplijication. We can simplify expressions using information sets and the 
underlying logic, as summarized in Fig. 3. Given an expression e and an information 
set I, we say e can be simplijied under I to e’ if the corresponding condition cond(I) 
holds. 
Basically, the simplification is as conventional, except with the identity relation 
generalized everywhere to the equality under I relation. Simplification of a function 
application f(er , . . . , e,) unfolds the application if the resulting expression (or its 
context) can be computed at least as fast (through appropriate simplification corres- 
ponding to the context). To automate this in practice, heuristic conditions such as the 
following are used: 
(1) f is not recursively defined, and unfolding f(eI, . . ,e,) does not duplicate 
non-trivial computations, i.e., for each i, either t(ei) d t(Ui) or Ui occurs at most once on 
every (syntactic) execution path in eS. 
(2) f(eI,..., e,) is an argument to a primitive function p, and this application of 
p can be simplified after unfolding f using properties of p. 
Simplification of a binding expression let u = el in e2 end unfolds it to ez [ur /II] if eI 
equals a variable u1 under I. Otherwise, it treats the expression as f(eI), with ,f 
defined by f(u) = e2. 
Given an expression e and an information set I, we define P’LHZ#L [en I to be e’ if e can 
be simplified under I to e’, and e otherwise. 
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f,(x) r, 111 de,) 
e, = g-’ ( r) 
Fig. 4. Discovering incrementality 
4.2. Cache sets and replacement 
A cache set C for an unfolded application is a set of tuples (ei ,e2, I) such that 
(1) expression el depends only on x, expression e2 depends only on r, and 
(2) if the equations in information set I hold, then e, and e2 compute the same value. 
For example, if fO(x @ y) is unfolded to be e, then the initial cache set for e is 
{<f,(X)? r&>. 
Intuitively, an element (ei, e2, I) in a cache set C says that if the equations in 
I hold, then the value of e1 can be retrieved from a cached result by computing e2. 
Given a cache set and an occurrence of an expression e with information set It,], we 
can extend the cache set at e under Ice,. This extension requires techniques for 
discovering more expressions whose values can be retrieved from cached results, i.e., 
discovering incrementality, as described below. 
Discovering incrementality. The schematic diagrams of Fig. 4 help explain the basic 
ideas. The leftmost rectangle depicts the expanded computation of fO(x 0 y). 
Clearly, if ye(x) occurs anywhere as a subcomputation, then its value can be straight- 
forwardly retrieved from r. However, we seek to discover other subcomputations 
whose values can also be retrieved from r. Suppose g(el) occurs somewhere as 
a subcomputation and it is not JO(x). If we collect the context information I1 at the 
occurrence of g(el), and find that &(x) can be specialized to g(ei) under II, as 
depicted in the middle rectangle, then the value of g(ei) at the occurrence can also be 
retrieved from r. Moreover, if g is a function with an inverse g-l, then the value of e, 
can be retrieved from g-‘(r), wherever I1 holds. In a special situation, suppose h(e,) 
occurs as a subcomputation but neither h(e,) nor e2 is fO(x), g(ei), or el. If h is 
a Boolean valued function defined on all inputs, and h(f,(x)) can be specialized to true 
(false) when h(e2) equals true (false), as depicted in the right rectangles, then the value 
of h(e,) can be retrieved from h(r). 
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The specializations hown in the middle and right rectangles in Fig. 4 employ an 
auxiliary specializer 9. Given an expression e and an information set I, Y[eI]Z 
specializes e under I, and whenever e computes a value, 29 [el] I computes the same 
value. The specialization is achieved by unfolding and simplification, and will be 
defined at the end of this section. Here, we use 3 as a subroutine to help discover more 
subcomputations whose values can be retrieved from cached results. 
We formalize the basic ideas as follows. Given a cache set C and an occurrence of an 
expression e with information set ZC~I, we can extend C at e under I[,] to be 
%‘?(C, e ZC~~), where U(C, e, I) is called the closure of C at e under I and is defined as 
follows. Given C, e, and I, let 
F,(C) = ((e;,e2,Z)I(eI,e2,Z’)EC, Z j I’, 3[e14Z = e;), 
F2(C)={(e;,g-‘(ez),Z)l(e,,ez,Z’)EC,Z *Z’,el =s(e;)}, 
F3(C)= I(e,h(e,),Z)I(e,,e,,Z’)EC, Z => Z’,~UIIh(el)l(ZuCe~FT})=FT}, 
(4) 
where g is a constructor or primitive function that has a known inverse g-l, and h is 
a Boolean valued function defined on all inputs. Note that g and h can be straightfor- 
wardly generalized to include functions with two or more parameters. As a particular 
example for F,, if el = c(e\, . . . ,e:), then (ef, c;‘(e,), Z)eF,(C) for i = l..n. Just as 
F2(C) extends C when e, is a constructor or a special primitive function application, 
the following sets extend C when e, is a binding expression or a special conditional 
expression: 
e; [ei /u] = ei}, 
Fz2(C) = {(e;, e2, Z) 1 (if e; then e; else 
~[e~I](Zu{e~oT})= e;}, 
Fz3(C) = {(e;, e2, Z) I (if e’, then e; else 
~[e~](Zu{e~++F})=e~}. 
e;, e2, Z’)eC, I =b I', 
e;, e2,Z’)EC, I + I’, 
(5) 
We let F,(C) also include the elements in these sets, and define %(C,e,Z) to be 
Cu C’u F3(C u C’), where C’ is the least set such that F,(C) E C’ and F,(C’) s C’. 
The set c’ can be computed using a worklist algorithm. First, initialize C’ to be 
0 and worklist L to be F,(C). Then, repeatedly move any element (el, e2,Z') from 
L to C’ and, if er is g(e;), add (e;, g-‘(e2), Z’) into L, if e, is let u = e’, in e; end, add 
(e;[e;/u], ez, I’) into L, etc. This stops when L is empty, at which time we have 
obtained the final set c’. Optimizations to the computation of the closure are possible. 
For example, we can group elements that have the same information sets into units, 
and maintain a tree of these units so that, if I1 + Z2, then the unit with I, is 
a descedent of the one with Z2. Every time we compute the closure, we only need to 
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look at elements in the units that are closest to the leaves and whose information sets 
are implied by the current information set. 
Example. Using the example in Fig. 1, let e be the unfolded application of 
out(C, insert(i, a, R)) 
if null(C) then nil 
else cons(row(car(C), insert(i, a, R)), out(cdr(C), insert(i, a, R))) (6) 
with information set Ire] = 8 and initial cache set C,,, = { (out(C, R), r, 0)). 
Let e, be the false branch of e. Given C,,, = ((out(C, R), r, S)}, consider extending 
C,,, at e, with ICeI] = (null(C) ++F}. Specializing out(C, R) under ZL,~~, we get the 
expression e2 below: 
cons(row(car(C), R), out(cdr(C), R)). 
Thus, 
(7) 
g(C,,,, er, Z[,J) = Coutu{ (e2, r, Z[,,l>, <roNcar( R), car(r), Z[pI~), 
(ont(cdr(C), Q cd+), Z[,J >}. (8) 
Given C,,, = { <our(C, R), r, S>>, consider extending C,,, at the Boolean subexpres- 
sion null(C) in e with ZCnurrtc), = 0. When nuZE(C) e-t T holds, out(C, R) is specialized to 
nil and thus nuZZ(out(C, R)) equals T; when null(C)++ F holds, out(C, R) is specialized 
to e2 and thus nuZZ(out(C, R)) equals F. Thus 
V(C,,,, null(C), 0) = C,,, u { (md(C), mW9, S>}. (9) 
Replacement. We say that expression e can be replaced by e’ under Z and C, denoted 
as e + Tc e’, if 
(3 (el, e’, II ) 6 C) [e +-+T e, A Z * II A t(e’) d t(e)]. 
Given a non-conditional and non-binding expression e, an information set I, and 
a cache set C, if e can be replaced by e’ under Z and C, then we do so. Otherwise, we 
extend the cache set to be %‘(C, e, I), and, if e can be replaced by e” under Z and the 
extended cached set %?(C, e, I), then we do so. As a result, the cache set may be 
extended as a side effect of a replacement. We define a function ,@+~e for replacement 
as follows: 
((e, C> if e is a conditional or binding expression, 
%ge[e] IC = 
<et, C> else if e + Fee’, 
(e”, C’) else if e + Tc, e”, where C’ = U(C, e, I), 
(LO) 
(e, Cl> otherwise, where C’ is as above. 
Another use of a cache set for replacement is as follows. Suppose an expression 
e can not be replaced by any expression under Z and C, but 
3(if e, then e2 else e3, e4, Z,)EC, Z a II 
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such that e can be replaced by eT (respectively, eF) under I u {eI c-t T j (respectively, 
I u {el H F}) and the correspondingly extended cache set. Then we can replace e by 
if el then eT else eF provided t(if eI then eT else eF) < t(e). For example, if e is e3, and e, 
takes unit time, then we can replace e by if e, then e else e4. We extend the function 
Jie@ for replacement to include this case, i.e., we replace the last case of (10) by the 
following two cases: 
(if e; then eT eke eF, C”‘) 
if 3 (if e, then ez else e3, e4, II ) E C’, 1 =z- II, t(if e; then eT else eF) d f(e) 
where e; = 
e;’ if e, -+ &e;’ 
where C” = %?(C’, e,, I) 
et otherwise ’ 
43 es = 
if e -+ T,,,,, ei 
where IB=Zu{e;t*B}, for B= T, F 
e otherwise ’ 
c”’ = +?(c”, e, IT) u %?(c”, e, 4) 
(e, C"") 
otherwise, where C”” is C”’ as above if it is computed and C’ otherwise. 
\ (11) 
4.3. Incrementalization using simplijcation and replacement 
To incrementalize an unfolded application, a function .&c applies simplification 
and replacement on subexpressions in applicative order. The cache set for the current 
unfolded application may be extended as a side effect of replacement using 9&/z/. In 
particular, Y+ZC calls Azc&#@~ to consider subexpressions that are function applica- 
tions. The global set of introduced functions may be extended as a side effect of using 
.GK~fi@,. 
We refer to the application of simplification and replacement by 9%~ as reduction. 
Thus .YHC does innermost leftmost reduction. If a subexpression isreduced to a condi- 
tional expression, then the condition is lifted out of the enclosing expression. Similarly, 
if a subexpression is reduced to a binding expression, then the binding is lifted. 
A function Yu& is used by YHC to recursively reduce subexpressions and perform 
necessary lifting, as defined in Fig. 5. 
The presentation of 9~2 is simplified by omitting detailed control structures that 
sequence .!Y’u&‘ through its subexpressions. We just present he case of Yu& working 
on the ith subexpression of the top-level construct and condition it on that the 
subexpressions 1 through i - 1 have been reduced. Operationally, we say that a subex- 
pression is reduced, if it is the result of having already applied 9~ for the subexpres- 
sion at that position; otherwise, it is not reduced. For a conditional expression if e, 
then e2 else e3, 9%~ reduces e, (respectively, e3) with the assumption that e, equals 
true (respectively, false) added into the information set. Similarly, for a binding 
expression let u = e, in e2 end, Ym reduces e2 with the assumption that v equals e2 
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Name Transformation 
(9) ,4PudP[g(e,, ,e.)] ZCD where g is c, p, orf 
(Si) =,4p~&[[g(er ,..., ei_,,ej,ei+, ,..., e.)] IC’D 
where (e:, C’,D’) = 9nc[e,] ICD 
(Si-i,) =Y&/[ife’, theng(e, ,..., e,_,,e;,ei+, ,..., e.) 
elseg(el ,..., ei-,,e;,ei+] ,..., e.)] ICD 
(Y.) = (s(e,,...,e,),C,D> 
(if) Y’A![if e, then e2 else e3] ICD 
WI) = .Y&/[if e; then ez else e3] IC’D’ 
where (e’,,C’,D’) = Inc[e,] ICD 
w -i,) = Y&![if e’, then (if e; then e2 else e3) 
else (if e; then e2 else e,)] ICD 
where e’, is reduced and is not if or let 
(ifi - kf) = Y&P[let o = e’, in (if e; then e2 else e3) end] ICD 
where e; is reduced and is not if or let 
(if) = (if e, then e; else e;. C”, 0”) 
where (e;, C’, D’) = 
if e, -: F 
(Iuje, ++ T}) CD otherwise 
if e, -f T 
4nc[e,j (Iu{e, uF}) C’D’ otherwise 
(let) 92&P [let u = e, in e2 end] ICD 
(let, 1 = P’&G[let v = e; in e2 end] IC’D’ 
where (e’,,C’,D’) = $+tci[e,] ZCD 
(let, -if) = Y’&P[if e’, then (let u = e; in e2 end) 
else (let v = e; in e2 end)] ICD 
where e’, is reduced and is not if or let 
(let, -A = Y&~[let L.’ = e’, in (let u = e; in e2 end) end] ICD 
where e; is reduced and is not if or let 
(let,) = (let v = e, in e; end, C’,D’) 
where (e;,C’,D’) = .Ync[e2JJ (lu{o+-+el}) CD 
Condition 
if e,, ,ei_ , are reduced, not if 
or let, but ei is not reduced 
if e,, , ei_ , are reduced, not if 
or let ei is reduced, but ei is 
if e; then e; else e; 
ifeI,...,ei_t arereduced,notif 
or let, e, is reduced, but ei is 
let u = e’, in e; end 
otherwise 
if e, is not reduced 
if e, is reduced, and e, is 
if e’, then e$ else e; 
if e, is reduced, and e, is 
let u = e’, in e; end 
otherwise 
if e, is not reduced 
if e, is reduced, and eI is 
if e; then e; else e; 
if e, is reduced, and e, is 
let u’ = e; in e; end 
otherwise 
Fig. 5. Definition of Yu& 
added into the information set. At the end, all subexpressions are reduced with 
necessary lifting performed. 
Finally, we define the function YPK as in (12), where Zc denotes the set 
lu{e,oezI(el,e2,z’)EC,I +- I’}. We need I’ instead of I because .%YZC does 
applicative order reduction, during which some subexpressions may be replaced 
by retrievals, and thus the equations in I may involve the cache parameter. 
As a result, the underlying logic needs to know the equality relation involving the 
cache parameter to make inferences. For example, to reduce the expression e in (6), 
first nuEZ(C) is reduced to null(r) according to (9), and thus Ice,, = {null(r) CI F} for the 
expression e, in the false branch of e. Now to specialize out(C, R) at et, we use the 
information set {null(r) t* F} u {null(x) ++ null(r)}, and we obtain the same expression 
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as in (7). 
3~c[Te]ZcD = (e”‘, C”, D”), 
where (e”‘, C”) = .!S?,@[Yim~ [e”] I” C’, 
Azcdfifi/y [e’] Z”C’D’ if e’ is f(ei, . . . , e,), 
otherwise, 
(e’, C’, 0’) = 
Yu%f[e]ICD if e is not v 
(e, c, Dj otherwise. (12) 
The function 9%~ proceeds as follows. First, if an expression e has subexpressions, 
then .YPZC calls 9’~%’ to recursively reduce the subexpressions in turn. The cache set 
and definition set may be changed while reducing subexpressions. Then if the resulting 
expression is a function application, 9 PU calls ~PZC&;@~ and aims to replace the 
application with an application of an introduced function that computes incremen- 
tally. The definition set may be changed by 9+~&fi$~. Finally, 9%~ uses ~‘&P.+z to
simplify the top-level expression, and then calls Bq.4~ to replace the resulting expres- 
sion by a retrieval from a cached result, if possible. The cache set may be changed by 
we@. 
Auxiliary specializer. The auxiliary specializer ‘9 is defined in a way similar to YHC, 
but is much simpler. It simplifies subexpressions in applicative order and lifts condi- 
tions and bindings as 9%~ does, but there are no cache sets or definitions sets involved. 
If simplification of a function application unfolds the application, then $2 is applied to 
the unfolded application. Let 9.~9’ be YuM except that 9&e’ takes only an 
expression and an information set as arguments, returns only an expression, and calls 
9 instead of Y+zc. Then 22 is defined as follows: 
Y[e]z = 
??[e’l]Z if e’ is f(ei, . . ..e.) and e” #e’ 
e” otherwise 2 
e’ = YUt;e’[e]z if e is not 0, 
e otherwise. 
5. Manipulating recursive function applications 
(13) 
We define the definition set, which is a global set of functions introduced during the 
derivation procedure to compute function applications incrementally. We describe 
how to maintain the definition set when introducing functions and how to use the 
introduced functions to replace appropriate function applications. 
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5.1. Dejinition set 
The definition set D is a set of tuples (f(ei, . . . ,e,), f’(v,, . . . , uk), C), where C is 
a single-element cache set {(e,, e,, I)}, such that 
(1) f is a function in the original set F, expressions el, . . ,e, depend on x and 
possibly on y, f’ is a new function introduced in the set D, and vi, . . . , uk are variables 
in e t,...,e,,e,, and e,, 
(2) if the cache set C is valid, i.e., the equations in the information set I hold, and 
e, = e,, then whenever f(ei, . . , e,) terminates with a value, f’(vi, . . . , uk) terminates 
with the same value, and 
(3) a definition of f’ is obtained by incrementalizing the unfolded f(ei, . . . ,e,) 
using I and C, and some of the parameters off’ may be dead and eliminated after the 
incrementalization. 
For example, given out(C, R) = r with empty information set at the initial application 
out(C, insert(i, a, R)), we introduce a new function out’, and we get the initial definition set 
{ (onr(C, inserG, a, R)), onr’(C, 6 a, R, r), { (onr(C, R), r, S>} >}, (14) 
where a definition of out’ is to be obtained by incrementalizing the unfolded 
out(C, insert(i, a, R)) using out(C, R) = r. 
Intuitively, an element in the definition set D says that a new function f’ is 
introduced such that, if the equations in the information set I hold, and the value of 
e, can be retrieved from a cached result by computing e,, then f’(oi , . . . , uk) computes 
f(e 1, . . . ,e,) incrementally. To obtain a definition of f’, we unfold f(el, . . . ,e,), in- 
crementalize the unfolded application using the sets I and C, and then eliminate dead 
parameters. While we incrementalize the unfolded f (el , . . . , e,), we may encounter 
other function applications before we obtain a final definition of f ‘. We say f’ is 
fully defined if, for every introduced function g’ in D that f’ (transitively) depends on, 
a final definition of g’ has been obtained. 
Note the restriction that the cache set C contains only one element, which reflects 
our main heuristic for introducing new functions. In general, a function application 
has its context information set and a current cache set. Any element in these sets might 
be used in incrementalizing the unfolded application. But we do now know a priori, 
before examining the unfolded application, what elements are used and how. There- 
fore, any dynamic decision must be an approximation. Our one-cache-element heuris- 
tic is based on the observation that, in a well-structured program, a function applica- 
tion is expected to be computed incrementally based on the cached result of a corres- 
ponding previous computation. As a consequence of our way of choosing the single 
cache element, as described below, there is only one variable in the expression e,. This 
variable depends on r and is introduced as a parameter off ‘. We call it the current 
cache parameter during the process of incrementalizing the unfolded f (e, , . . . , e,). 
A function f may correspond to multiple introduced functions, since there may be 
multiple occurrences of applications off during the derivation, and different applica- 
tions may correspond to different introduced functions. 
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5.2. Generalization for function introduction 
Given a function application f(ei, . . . ,e,), let I be the information set at 
f(ei, . . . ,e,), and C the current cache set for the unfolded application that contains 
f(e i, . . . ,eJ. To introduce a function f’ to compute f(er , . . . , e,) incrementally, the 
main task is to decide, based on I and C, a valid and relevant cache element hat is to 
be used to incrementalize the computation of f(ei, . . . , e,). An interaction with this 
comes from using a version of generalization that enables f’ to be used in more 
general settings and, at the same time, does not impede the discovery of incremen- 
tality. 
Considerations. Our use of generalization ignores substructures of expressions to 
introduce functions for more general uses. For example, consider the function applica- 
tion 
row(car(C), insert(i, a, R)), with (row(car(C), R), car(r), {null(C)- Fj) E C,,, 
(15) 
and I = {null(C) c) F} in the false branch of (6). Instead of introducing 
(row(car(C), insert(i, a, R)), row’(C, i, a, R, r), 
{ (row(car(C), R), car(r), {null(C) t* F} > } > 
and replacing the application by row’(C, i, a, R, I), we introduce 
(16) 
(row(c, insert(i, a, R)), row’(C,i,a,R,rl), { (row(c, R), rl, I’)}), (17) 
where I’ = {null(C)- F, car(C)++c}, and replace the application by 
row’(car(C), i, a, R, car(r)). We say that c generalizes car(C), and rl generalizes car(r). 
Obviously, the latter row’ is more general than the former and can be used in more 
general settings. 
Basically, the largest common super-expression of all occurrences of a variable is 
generalized by a single (new) variable. However, there are two considerations. First, 
generalization should not impede the discovery of incrementality. For example, if we 
consider row(car(C), insert(i, a, R)) in (15), then insert(i, a, R) is not generalized by 
a variable, since we want to separate subcomputations depending only on x from the 
rest so that the former can possibly be replaced by retrievals. Therefore, one guideline 
is to generalize as much as possible, but not cross the boundary between subexpres- 
sions depending only on x and the rest. 
The second consideration is associated with the main task of deciding a valid and 
most relevant cache element to be used to incrementalize the computation of 
f(e 1, . . . , e,). For example, among the valid cache elements in (8), the element in (15) is 
used to incrementalize row(car(C), insert(i, a, R)). To arrive at this choice, consider 
row(car(C), insert(i, a, R)) together with the two expressions in a cache element. With 
the element in (15) we can generalize more than with any other element in (8). Also, 
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the information set becomes I’, as in (17), since it relates Z with the new variable c. 
Therefore, the guideline is to generalize the function application together with the two 
expressions in each valid cache element, choose the element hat allows most general- 
ization, and relate the’krformation set with the new variables. 
To summarize, our use of generalization does not impede the discovery of in- 
crementality and helps obtain the most relevant cache element. We should note that 
these are online techniques for the generalization. 
Generalization. We present he above ideas formally as follows. Given expressions 
ei, . . . ,e,, let ui, . . . ,uk be all the variables in them. Let {Ur,Uj,, ... ,Uj,} s {ui, . . . , uk) 
but 4 ‘# {Uj, , . . . ,uj,}. An expression e is the largest common uI\{uj,, . . . ,ujh}-couer 
expression of e 1, . . . , e, if e is the largest common super-expression ofall occurrences of 
ul in the ei)s, such that uj,, . . . , Ujb do not appear in e. 
Given f(el , . . . ,e,) with I and C. Suppose ur is the current cache parameter. Let 
Ul,..., u, be all the variables other than u’ in el, . . . , e,. Let u’f, , . . , UC be those uis that 
depend only on x, and uf, . . . , u,f be the rest of ui’s. Let (e,, e,, I1 ) be any element in 
C such that Z + I1 and all the variables in e, are in {u?, .. . , u;}, and thus the element is 
valid and relevant. 
Let E be the set of expressions e such that e is the largest common u’\{ui, . . . , u,}- 
cover or ui\{ur,uj’, . . . ,u4y}- or u{\{u’,u?, .. . ,u;}-cover expression of ei, . . . ,e,, e,, and 
e, for some UJ or ul. Let 
8 = {e/vleEE}, (18) 
where v’s are distinct new variable names,’ then f3 is a substitution corresponding to 
these largest common cover expressions of el, . . ,e,, e,, and e,. Using the inverse 
substitution 8-i = {u/e Ie/o E /3}, we obtain e;, . . . , e;, e: , and e: such that ej = eiK1 for 
i=l , . . . , n, c, r, and we obtain an information set I’ such that I’ is 18-i extended with 
equations induced by 8 that are relevant to 18-i, i.e., 
I’ = 18-l u {e++u 1e/uofZ, a variable in e occurs in ZOP’}. 
We say that (e;, . . . ,ek,e:,e:,Z’) is a generalization for (f(el, . . . ,e,),Z, C) with 
substitution 8. For any e/v in 0, we say variable u generalizes expression e. It is clear 
that such a generalization obeys the first consideration. 
A tuple (f(el, . . . , e,),Z, C) may have more than one generalization if there are 
more than one element in C. Suppose Ai and A2 are two generalizations with 
substitutions B1 and t&, respectively. We say A1 is more general than A2 if any 
expression in {e 1 e/u E O,} is a subexpression of some expression in {e 1 e/v E O1 }. We 
say Ai is most general if no other generalization is more general. This incorporates the 
second consideration. 
’ If an expression e in the set E is a variable u, then the corresponding variable o can be u, i.e., u does not have 
to be a new variable in this case. 
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S=cdfi@y [f(ei, .e.)J ICD 
= (f’(s,O ,..., u,,Q),D> if3(S(e;,...,e:),f’(ui~ ,... ,ui,), {< e;, e:, I’)}) ED with a substitution 0 s.t. 
f(e,, . ,e,)uFf(e; 0, ,e:O), I 3 1’0, e/O +&e:Q, and 
if /’ is fully defined, t(f’(~,O, ,u,~Q)) < t(f(e,, ,e.)); 
= ( f’(q, 0, , vi,@, D”‘) else if f(el , , e.) depends on x but can not be replaced by a retrieval, and, 
after obtaining a definition off’ as follows, 
if f’ is fully defined, t(f’(~,O, .uijO)) < t(f(el, ,e.)); 
introduce d = (S(e’, , ___, e:),f’(u,, ,ux), C’) with 0, where 
c’= ((4 ,eL,r’>}, 
and obtain f’(vi I, , oil), to be defined as some e”‘, by the following steps: 
1) e’ = e[e’,/u,, ,e:/uJ, where f is defined by f(o,, , u,) = e 
2) (e”, C”, 0”) = S~C[~‘]I’C’D’. where D’ = Du{d} 
3) (f’(s,, , vi,), 0”‘) = E!;~[f’(u~, . ,uk)]l D”, where f’(u,, ___ ,ut) 
is defined as e” 
= (f(e,, . . . . e.),D”“) otherwise, where D”” is D”’ as above if it is computed and D otherwise 
Fig. 6. Definition of Y~~Ifi;lt/~. 
5.3. Function introduction and replacement 
Given a function application f(e 1, . . . , e,), let I be the information set at f(el, . , e,), 
C the current cache set for the unfolded application that contains f(el, . . . , e,), and 
D the current definition set. If we can use a previously introduced function f’ in D to 
computef(e,, . . . , e,) incrementally, then f(el, . . . , e,) is replaced by an application of 
f’. Otherwise, we introduce a new function f’ into D to compute f(el, . . . ,e,) 
incrementally and, if f’ computes fast, replace f(el, . . . , e,) by an application of this 
f’, otherwise, leave f(el, . . . , e,) unchanged; as a result, the definition set is changed as 
a side effect. This process is achieved by 9+~&;g~~, first introduced in Section 3. It is 
defined in Fig. 6 and explained below. 
Function replacement. Since an introduced function f ‘ is associated with a cache 
element as an invariance, to use f’, we need to justify the corresponding invariance. 
We say that a function applicationf(el, . . . , e,) with I, C, and D can be replaced by an 
application of a previously introduced function f’ if there is (f(e;, . . . , eb), 
f'C"i,, ...9 Vi,), {(e:, e:, I’)} ) in D and there is a substitution 0 over the variables in 
e;,..., n, e’ e:, e:, and I’ such that 
(1) f(el, . . , e,) equals f(e; 0, . . , eb@, the invariance 1’8 holds, e:6’ can be replaced 
by e:O, and 
(2) if f’ is fully defined, f’(oi,e, . . . , UijO) is asymptotically at least as fast as 
f(el, . . . , enI. 
In this case, f(el , . . . , e,) can be replaced by f’(Ui,e, . . . , ui,tl), and the definition set 
D remains unchanged. 
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For example, given the definition set (14), the application 
out(cdr(C), insert(i, a, R)) with (out(cdr(C), R), cdr(r), {null(C)o EC,,, 
(19) 
in the false branch of (6) can be replaced by out’(cdr(C), i, a, R, cdr(r)). 
Function introduction. If f (ei, . . . ,e,) with I, C, and D cannot be replaced by an 
application of a previously introduced function in D, then we introduce a new function 
f’ into D to computef(e, , . . . , e,) incrementally. Following the basic derivation idea, 
we introduce f’ only iff(ei, . . . , e,) depends on x but can not be replaced by a retrieval 
from a cached result. 
Given f(ei, . . . ,e,) with I and C, let (e;, . . . , eb, e:, e:, I’) be a most general general- 
ization with substitution 8. Let vi, . . . , ok be all the variables in e;, . , e:, e:, and e:. We 
introduce (f(e;, . . . , e;), f’(vl, . . . , uJ, C’), where C’ = {(e:, e:, I’)}, into D to get D’, 
and we obtain a definition of f’ by the following three steps: 
(1) unfold the application f(e;, . . ,er) to get e’; 
(2) incrementalize ’ with information set I’, cache set C’, and definition set D’ to get 
e”; 
(3) eliminate dead parameters of f’, defined by f’(ui, . . . , u,J = e”, in computing 
f ‘(01, ‘. 9 4. 
Note that the second step uses the function YPZC, which may use .Y+zc~~Z’fi@~ 
recursively for function applications. After the third step, if we obtain f’(ri,, . . . , vi,) 
and, if f’ is fully defined, t(f’(ai,O, . . ,vjjfI)) < t(f(el, . . . ,e,)), then we replace 
f(e 1, . . . , e,) by f’(vil 0, . . . , vii@. The set D is changed as a side effect. 
Dead parameter elimination. After the second step above, f ‘(vi, . . . , uk) computes 
f (e;, . . . , eb) and is defined as e”. Since e” is obtained by replacing some subcomputa- 
tions of f (e; , . . , eb) depending on x by computations depending on the current cache 
parameter, those parameters of f' on which the replaced computations depend may 
become dead. 
Dead code elimination is a traditional optimization [ 1,241. We assume a subroutine 
6&t’* is given so that &/;m[[ f ‘(VI, . . . , ok)] D”, where f ‘(VI, . . . , u,J is defined as e” in 
I’, returns the pair (f ‘(vi,, . . . ,vi,), D”‘), where 1 < il < ... < ij d k and 
/D’(ai,, . . . , vi,) is defined as some e”’ in D”’ after dead parameter elimination, and 
f ‘(vi,, . , ui,) returns a value if and only if f ‘(u,, . . . , v,J returns the same value. 
Example. Consider our running example. For the application row(car(C), in- 
sert(i, a, R)) in the false branch of (6), we introduce a new function row’ as in (17). To 
obtain a definition of row’, we first unfold row(c, insert(i, a, R)) to get 
if null(insert(i, a, R)) then nil 
else cons(c * car(insert(i, a, R)), row(c, cdr(insert(i, a, R)))) (20) 
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Then, we incrementalize (20) using row(c, R) = rl as given by the cache set in (17). The 
incrementalization is sketched as follows. It is easy to see that insert(i,a, R) in the 
condition can be unfolded and the condition simplified to true, and thus (20) is 
reduced to 
cons(c * car(insert(i, a, R)), row(c, cdr(insert(i, a, R)))) (21) 
The first occurrence of insert(i, a, R) in (21) can be unfolded, conditions in the unfolded 
application lifted, and cur of COGS applications simplified. Thus, (21) becomes 
if i d 1 then cons(c * a, row(c, cdr(insert(i,u, R)))) 
else. if null(R) then cons(c * a, row(c, cdr(insert(i, a, R)))) 
else cons(c * cur(R), row(c, cdr(insert(i, a, R)))) (22) 
The three occurrences of insert(i, a, R) in (22) can be specialized under their corres- 
ponding contexts, unfolded, and then cdr of cons applications simplified. Thus, (22) 
becomes 
if i d 1 then cons(c *a, row(c, R)) 
else if null(R) then cons(c * a, row(c, nil)) 
else cons(c * cur(R), row(c, insert(i - 1, a, cdr(R)))) (23) 
In the first branch of (23), row(c,R) can be directly replaced by rl. In the second 
branch, row(c,nil) can be specialized and unfolded to nil. For the third branch, we 
have null(R) tf F; thus row(c, R) is specialized to cons(c *cur(R), row(c, cdr(R))) and 
the cache set is extended so that 
c * cur(R) = cur(r,) and row(c, cdr(R)) = cdr(r,). 
Thus, c *cur(R) can be replaced by cur(r,), and the application 
row(c, insert(i - 1, a, cdr(R))) can be replaced by row’(c, i - 1, a, cdr(R), cdr(r,)). Addi- 
tionally, in a situation similar to (9), null(R) can be replaced by null(rl). Thus, (23) is 
reduced to 
if i d 1 then cons(c * a, rl) 
else if null(r,) then cons(c * a, nil) 
else cons(cur(rI),row’(c, i - 1, u,cdr(R), cdr(r,))) (24) 
Finally, for row’(c, i, a, R, rl) defined as (24), it is clear that the parameter R is dead and 
can be eliminated. We obtain the final definition of row’ as given in Fig. 2. The 
application row(cur(C), insert(i, a, R)) can be replaced by row’(cur(C), i, u, cur(r)), since 
the latter is asymptotically at least as fast as the former. 
To complete our example, for the initial application out(C, insert(i, a, R)), we intro- 
duce a new function out’ as in (14). In incrementalizing the unfolded application of out 
as in (6), the Boolean expression null(C) can be replaced by null(r) due to (9), the 
application of row can be replaced by row’(cur(C), i, a, cur(r)) as just given above, and 
the recursive application of out can be replaced by out’(cdr(C), i,u, R,cdr(r)) as 
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followed from (19). Therefore, the unfolded application (6) is reduced to 
if null(r) then nil 
else cons(row’(car(C), i, a, car(r)), out’(cdr(C), i, a, R, cdr(r))) (25) 
For out’(C, i, a, R, r) defined as (23 it is clear that the parameter R is dead and can be 
eliminated. We obtain the final definition of our’ as given in Fig. 2. Finally, the 
application out(C, insert(i, a, R)) can be replaced by out’(C, i, a, I), i.e., given 
out(C, R) = I, out’(C, i, a, r) computes out(C, insert(i, a, R)) and is at least as fast. 
6. Summarizing the derivation procedure 
The derivation procedure can be summarized as follows. The function _“+z&fi;l;~~ 
maintains the global set D, introduces new functions to compute function applications 
incrementally, and replaces these applications by appropriate applications of intro- 
duced functions. SJHCAS!~&~ calls the function Y PZ~, which maintains a cache set C, 
discovers subcomputations whose values can be retrieved from cached results, and 
incrementalizes the computation of an unfolded function by simplification and re- 
placement using retrievals. _@H,c recursively calls Y+zc&~;f;~~ if a subcomputation is 
a function application. The derivation procedure starts with 
and, if it terminates, returns (fd(x, y, r), D), where D is the set of functions introduced 
during the derivation. We can eliminate dead functions in F, the set of functions in the 
original program, and D that are not reachable from j,, in the call-graph. 
The derivation procedure preserves the semantics of programs and achieves at least 
as fast computations, i.e., if SO(x) = r, then (a) whenever fO(x @ y) returns a value, 
&(x, y, r) returns the same value; and (b)fd(x, y, ) r is asymptotically at least as fast as 
fO(x @ y). To see this, notice that semantics are preserved and fast computations are 
achieved by all of the transformations in the derivation procedure - simplification by 
YLPZ+S,, computation of cache sets and replacement by ad@, lifting of conditions and 
bindings by Y’,z&, and function replacement and introduction with generalization by 
YHM?~@~. Note that unfolding may result in computations that terminate more 
often than the original computations. 
6. I. Transformation and analysis techniques used 
The derivation procedure combines a number of program analysis and transforma- 
tion techniques to achieve the ambitious goal of deriving incremental programs. It is 
a deterministic transformational procedure. 
The transformation starts with fO(x @ y), so that fd is computable, and aims to 
improve the efficiency by replacing subcomputations whose values can be retrieved 
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from cached result r of &(x) by corresponding retrievals. This starting point is 
similar to that of partial evaluation, which starts with a trivial specialized program 
given by Kleene’s s-m-n theorem and attempts improvements by symbolic reductions 
or similar techniques. 
Transformation techniques. We summarize the major transformation techniques 
used and emphasize how they are combined to achieve our goal. 
First, context information is collected for each subcomputation and used to simplify 
the computation, which mimics the main techniques of generalized partial evaluation 
[14], where program states and represented symbolically and programs are special- 
ized with the help of a theorem prover. In addition to simplification, context informa- 
tion has another important role in our work, i.e., it serves as keys to cached results and 
introduced functions for valid replacement to happen. 
Second, a cache set is maintained for each unfolded application and used to 
incrementalize it, i.e., to replace certain subcomputations, under certain context 
information, by retrievals from a cached result of a previous computation. A cache set 
is augmented, finitely and in a disciplined way, with the help of an auxiliary specializer 
so that the cached result is utilized effectively under valid context information. The use 
of a cached result often suggests memoization [22,4]. However, the real power of our 
approach comes from the effective exploitation of a memoized value under valid 
context information. The approach to be proposed in Section 6.3 for increasing 
incrementality by caching auxiliary information can be regarded as a form of smart 
memoization. 
Third, in consistence with the strict semantics of our language, we apply simplifica- 
tion and replacement on subcomputations in applicative order, and moreover, we lift 
conditions and bindings out of subcomputations. This lifting technique is similar in 
spirit to the driving transformation by supercompilation [43]. It causes relatively 
drastic reorganization of program structures that helps expose incrementality that is 
otherwise hidden. 
Fourth, a global definition set is maintained and used to replace function applica- 
tions, with corresponding relevant cache elements and valid context information, by 
applications of introduced functions. Function introduction with generalization and 
function replacement use the unfold/define/fold scheme [6] in a regulated manner so 
that the transformations are deterministic and the derived programs do not lose 
termination. Moreover, relevant cache elements with valid context information are 
chosen to be passed into introduced functions, so that they can be effectively used to 
incrementalize the computation of corresponding function applications. 
Last, after the replacements described above, we apply dead code elimination, 
a traditional optimization technique [1,241. It is particularly useful here, since replace- 
ment changes dependencies between computations, and computations on which no 
other computations depend are then dead and can be eliminated. 
Analysis techniques. To implement the above transformations, several program 
analysis techniques are needed and summarized here. 
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First, time analysis [46,36] is used when replacing subcomputations by retrievals or 
replacing function applications by applications of introduced functions.3 It is a must if 
we want to guarantee the efficiency of the derived programs. 
Then, a number of analyses [19] are used to assist transforming function applica- 
tions. Dependence analysis enables us to recognize subcomputations that are possibly 
computed incrementally, i.e., subcomputations depending on x, and thus avoid 
introducing functions for function applications that depend only on y, which then 
helps the derivation procedure terminate. Call-graph analysis tells us whether a func- 
tion is recursively defined and also whether an introduced function is fully defined. 
Occurrence counting analysis helps us decide whether an unfolding duplicates compu- 
tations. 
Finally, dead code analysis recognizes dead code to be eliminated. In particular, 
dead parameters of functions can be recognized with the help of dependence analysis, 
and dead functions can be identified with the help of call-graph analysis. 
Additionally, other analysis techniques, although not mentioned in our transforma- 
tions so far, would also benefit the derivation procedure. For example, type analysis 
would be helpful for simplifying overloaded functions. Also, static analysis could 
provide annotations that guide the derivation and help it terminate, mimicking 
binding time analysis in partial evaluation, as discussed below. 
Last but not least, we should note that the quality of a derived incremental program 
depends on the corresponding non-incremental program. We should not expect 
“genuine creativity” without discoveries and proofs of some “substantial” theorems. 
On the other hand, with the power of our combined techniques, avery simple theorem 
prover can already help us derive efficient incremental programs. Illustrative examples 
can be found in Section 7. 
6.2. Improving the derivation procedure 
A number of optimizations can be made to the derivation procedure. An implemen- 
ter would naturally realize most of them. As an example, assume our replacement 
gurantees 
if .%;I,[ejZC = (e’, C’), then B,@ [e’ 1 IC’ = (e’, C' ), 
then we can make the optimization: 
Y+z.c[if e, then e2 else e,]ZCD = .Ym[e3]ZC’D’, if &c[lei~ZCD = (F,C’,D’). 
3 The minor use of time analysis in assisting some simplifications can be easily avoided. 
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A relatively important improvement is with the function introduction for a function 
application f(ei, . . . , en), as in the second case in Fig. 6. While we incrementalize 
the unfolded application, its cache set is extended from C’ to C”, but C” is discarded 
after this, even if C”6’ might be used in incrementalizing the rest of the unfolded appli- 
cation that contains f(el,. . . , e,). To make use of C” for this purpose, we can let 
.YPGGs?+,@~ also return the set C”8 and merge it with the cache set of the unfolded 
application that contains f(el, . . , e,). 
Termination. The derivation procedure follows function applications and introduc- 
es new functions to compute these applications incrementally. Therefore, if functions 
are recursively defined, the deviation procedure may not terminate due to introducing 
infinitely many functions following infinite unfolding. Non-termination is a tradi- 
tional problem in a transformational approach, and it is well-known that there is 
a trade-off between termination of the transformation and efficiency of the trans- 
formed programs. 
In our derivation, we only introduce new functions for function applications that 
depend on x, which may affect the efficiency of other function applications, but makes 
the derivation terminate more often without impeding the discovery of incrementality. 
It is also clear that function replacement and the notion of generalization for function 
introduction help the derivation terminate in a natural way. However, our heuristic of 
one cache element per introduced function might impede achieving incrementality, since 
this element may not be suficient, i.e., it may not enable all of the simplifications and 
replacements that are possible when using more cache elements. We could overcome 
this by using as many cache elements as possible when introducing a function and 
eliminating useless ones later. But this may cause a too complicated treatment of 
recursive functions and may make the derivation terminate less often. On the other 
hand, this is a place where separate passes of static analysis could help, imitating 
binding time analysis in partial evaluation. This suggests a direction for future work. 
Although in general, any attempt to limit function introductions could affect 
achieving incrementality for certain programs, it does not hurt to try a few good 
heuristics with more reasonable termination behavior. For example, we may intro- 
duce a new function at a function application only if we can effectively decide that, in 
incrementalizing the unfolded application, some subcomputations can be simplified. 
Thus assuming we have a complete equality reasoning mechanism and a sufficient 
cache element when introducing a function, if the derivation procedure does not 
terminate, there must be simplification possible along an infinite path, and thus there 
must an execution of the original program that does not terminate. In other words, if 
the original program terminates on all inputs, then the derivation procedure termin- 
ates, and the derived program terminates on all inputs at least as fast with the right 
values. Note, however, that the complexity of the derivation procedure may not be 
bounded by the size of a given program, since it may loop on ground values. The 
rationale is that computations done at transformation time need not be done in the 
transformed programs. 
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Other concerns. Two other weaknesses result from unfolding as done by the 
derivation procedure. First, only partial correctness is preserved, i.e., a derived 
program may terminate more often than the original program. Second, subcomputa- 
tions may be duplicated in a derived program. 
Both drawbacks can be overcome by inserting let bindings to compute the argu- 
ments when unfolding function applications, i.e., instead of unfolding a function 
application to el[el/vl, . . . ,e./u,], we unfold it to 
let u1 = e, in ... let II, = e, in ef end ... end. 
Then we modify the condition of unfolding let expressions in Y&cPz~, namely, let 
u = e, in e2 end can be unfolded only if e2[e1/v] neither duplicates non-trivial 
computations nor discards non-terminating computations, where the latter means 
either el can be effectively decided to terminate or u occurs at least once on every 
(syntactic) execution path in e2. As occurrence counting analysis helps decide whether 
an unfolding duplicates computations, it can also help decide whether an unfolding 
discards computations. 
Similar solutions are proposed in partial evaluation [23,5]. Note that, even without 
this technique, the efficiency of our derived programs are guaranteed with the help of 
time analysis. But in partial evaluation where no time analysis is employed, a trans- 
formed program could take exponential time while the original program takes only 
polynomial time [23]. As a matter of fact, even with this technique, time analysis is 
still needed in our derivation, since we replace subcomputations by retrievals from 
a cache result only when we can save time by doing so. This is inherent in incremental 
computation and is a complication over partial evaluation. 
6.3. Caching intermediate results and auxiliary information 
In the derivation approach presented above, the derived function f’ only uses 
the cached result r of f(x) to compute f(x 0 y) incrementality.4 Adding extra 
information about x for f’ to use could lead to greater incrementality, i.e., f’ might be 
able to compute f(x @ y) even faster by making use of the additional information. 
We must augment he values returned by f to include this additional information. 
Let f^ denote the function obtained by extending f to return the augmented 
values, and assume that when f(x) is needed, it is projected out of f(x). Suppose f(x) 
returns the augmented value +. Then using our derivation procedure presented above, 
we can obtain an incremental version f^l of f^such that y(x, y, r^) =f(x 0 y). Note 
that the domain of f^l is augmented from that of f’ to include the additional infor- 
mation as input. At the same time, the range of p is also augmented from that of f’ to 
include the corresponding additional information about x 0 y. Therefore, we are 
prepared for incremental computation after further input changes, which is a natural 
requirement for normal applications. 
4 From this section on, for notational convenience, we use f to denote fO. 
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We can regard the extension of f to f^ as a separate step before the derivation 
procedure. In principle, given a function f and an input change operation 0, 
there is no general way of obtaining f^ to enable greater incrementality in computing 
the value off(x @ y). We propose to approach the problem in two stages. 
First, there may be subcomputations performed in f(x) whose values are not 
embedded in return value r but are crucial for achieving reater incrementality in com- 
puting f(x @ y). We can expand f(x) and f(x 0 y) to identify such computations in 
f(x) and then extend f(x) to embed these intermediate results in the final return value. 
Second, there may be information about x that is not computed by the original 
function f(x) at all but is crucial for obtaining greater incrementality in computing 
f(x @ y). We expect o discover such auxilary in&wmation in the computations in f(x 0 y) 
that only depend on x but are not in f(x). We can expand f(x @ y) and f(x) to identify 
such computations in f(x 0 y) and then extend f(x) to compute them efficiently as well. 
To illustrate the two points above, we present a simple example. Let x = (x1, x2), 
where x1 and x2 are two lists, and function f(xl, x2) return the product of the 
lengths of the two lists: 
f(xl, x2) = len(x,) * le4x2), len(x) = if null(x) then 0 else 1 + len(cdr(x)). 
Let y = (ylry2) and let the new input to f, x@y, be (cons(yl,x1),cons(y2,x2)). 
Suppose r is the cached result of j-(x1,x2) and we use it in computing f(x @ y) 
incrementally. Following the derivation procedure, we introduce f’(yl, x1, y2, x2, r) to 
compute f(cons( y, , x1), cons( y2, x2)) incrementally. After unfolding the application 
of f and reducing subexpressions, we get (len(x,) + 1) *(len(x2) + 1). Then, using 
properties of the primitive function *, we get len(x,) * len(x2) + len(xl) + len(x2) + 1, 
where Ien * len(x2) can be replaced by r. Thus, we obtain an incremental version 
f’(x, r) that computes f(x @ y): 
f’(x1,x2, r) = r + len(xl) + len(x2) + 1. 
Although f’ saves computing a * operation, it is of dubious value if we must 
recompute len(xl) and len(x2). 
Using the idea of the first point above, we see that len(x,) and len(x,) are 
subcomputations performed in 1(x1, x2) whose values could be used to compute 
f(x 0 y) even faster than f’(x,r) but can not be retrieved from the cached result r. 
Thus, we extend f to f1 such that x embeds the intermediate results len(xlj and 
Een(x,) in the return value r*,: 
f1 (x1, x2) = let II = Ien in let l2 = len(x*) in triple(lI * 12, II, 12) end end, 
where triple is a constructor with corresponding selectors lst, 2nd, and 3rd. It is easy to 
see that using our derivation procedure, we can obtain an incremental version 
f;‘(r*l) that computes J(x @ y): 
fi(P1) = triple(lst(i,) + 2nd(iI) + 3rd(i,) + 1, 2nd(i,) + 1, 3rd(r^,) + 1). 
Compared to f’(x1,x2,r), f;((tl) saves computing len(x,) and len(x,). Note that 
a cache of size three is required, whereas f’ requires only a cache of size one. 
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Using the idea of the second point above, we see that the computation 
Ien + len(x2) depends completely on x and its value would enable even faster 
computation of f(x By) than rr’(r*r) but the + operation is not contained in the 
computation f(x) at all. Moreover, caching this auxiliary information would obvi- 
ate the need to cache the values of len(xr) and len(x*) separately. Thus, we extend f to 
fZ such that fZ returns ?I containing both the product and the sum of the two lengths: 
fZ(x,,x,) = let/, = len(x,) in let l2 = len(x2) in pair(ll *I*, I1 + 12) endend, 
where pair is a constructor with corresponding selectors fit and snd. It is easy to 
see that using our derivation procedure, we can obtain an incremental version f;)(r;) 
that computes f;(x 0 y): 
f;l(&) = pair(fst(i,) + snd(i,) + 1, snd(r*J + 2). 
Compared tof;‘(Pr), Ti(i2) does slightly less arithmetic and uses a smaller cache. 
These two techniques above are currently being studied. In a forthcoming paper, we 
present a complete method for caching intermediate results that enhance incremental- 
ity.5 The degree to which it is possible to generate the auxiliary information automati- 
cally is an open question. 
Corresponding to finding auxiliary information, many dynamic algorithms use 
specially designed data structures to answer queries quickly. Although there is no 
universally applicable data structure, some apply to a broad class of problems [ 111. 
Accommodating such general data structures in our model for deriving incremental 
programs might help in deciding whether a data structure is applicable to a certain 
problem. How this might be done is another question open for study. 
6.4. Mechanization 
With the oracle of a theorem prover, time analysis techniques, and heuristics for 
function introductions, the derivation can be fully automated. In practice, the deriva- 
tion can be made semi-automatic when some of these oracles are only semi-automati- 
cally provided. 
Although we see the derivation as certainly no more automatable than partial 
evaluation, it is desirable to at least use the computer as a sophisticated editor, 
suggesting and carrying out detailed transformations. It is also nice that the derived 
programs are in the same language as the original programs, and therefore they are 
executable and one can check solutions and try out alternatives. 
We have implemented a prototype system called CACHET for deriving incremen- 
tal programs based on our approach. The implementation uses a Synthesizer Gener- 
ator [34], a system for generating language-based editors, and consists of about 14 000 
5 Y.A. Liu and T. Teitelbaum, Caching intermediate results for program improvement, to appear in Proc. 
ACM SIGPLAN Symp. on Partial Evaluation and Semantics-Based Program Manipulation (PEPM ‘95). La 
Jolla, CA, June 1995. 
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lines of code written in SSL, the Synthesizer Generator language for specifying editors. 
Source-to-source transformations are operations built in to our editor. 
Currently, the transformation rules are invoked manually mainly for two reasons. 
First, the Synthesizer Generator does not currently have a rewrite engine for us to do 
an applicative order reduction easily as is required by the derivation procedure. Second, 
we want an interactive environment o study the applicability of various transforma- 
tions, thus manual invocation is suitable most of the time. Also, at present, we are only 
using a very simple equality reasoning engine, not a full-blown theorem prover. 
CACHET has been used to derive numerous incremental programs. It is also 
helpful in studying transformations for caching auxiliary information. We plan to add 
rewrite mechanisms into the Synthesizer Generator to further automate derivations 
by CACHET. We also plan to interface CACHET to a substantial theorem prover. 
7. Examples 
To see the power and some interesting behavior of the derivation procedure, we 
consider incrementalizing several different sorting programs. Let sort be a function that 
takes a list of numbers x and returns the sorted list sort(x). Let the change to the input of 
sort be that an extra number is added at the beginning of the list, i.e., .x’ = cons(y, x). 
7.1. Insertion sort 
Suppose the program is an insertion sort that inserts the first element of the list into 
recursively sorted list of the rest. 
sort(x) = if null(x) then nil 
else insert(cq(x), sort(cdr(x))) 
insert(i, x) = if null(x) then cons(i, nil) 
else if i d car(x) then cons(i,x) 
else cons(car(x), insert(i, d(x))) (28) 
To compute sort(cons(y,x)) incrementally using sort(x) = r, all we need to do is 
a function introduction, followed by an unfolding, a few simplifications, a replace- 
ment, and a dead parameter elimination, and finally a use of the introduced function, 
as sketched below: 
.wrt’(yl,xI,r,) = sort(cons(y,,x,)), with sort(xI) = rl function introduction 
= if null(cons( y,, x1)) then nil unfolding 
else insert(car(cons( y,, x1)), sort(cdr(cons( y,, x1)))) 
= insert(yl, sort(x,)) simplifications 
= insert(yl,rl) replacement 
sort’(yl,rl) = insert(yl,rl) dead parameter limination 
sort(cons(y, x)) = sort’( y, r) for sort(x) = r use of the introduced function 
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The derived incremental program simply uses insert to insert the newly added number 
into the previously sorted list. 
A more formal derivation following the derivation procedure is given below. We 
start with 
Y+zfidb;l;ey [sort(cons( y, x))] 0 { (sort(x), r, 0 > } 0, (29) 
where we introduce sort’ as in the tuple dl: 
(sort(cons(yl,xl)),sort’(y,,x,,r,), C,>, where C1 = {<sort(x1),r~,0>} 
and we obtain a definition of sort’ as follows: 
1. We unfold sort(cons(y,,xl)) and get an expression e,: 
if null(cons( y,, x1)) then nil 
else insert(car(cons( yl, xl)), sort(cdr(cons( y,, x1)))) 
2. We incrementalize ,: 
$=[IIe14 0 CID1, where D1 = {d,} 
which first calls Y&Y to reduce subexpressions: 
,4Ptld![el]0ClD1 
(by (ifi), .ancUnull(cons(y,,x1))B0C,Dl = (F,C,,D,)) 
= YdY[if F then nil else e13]0CID1, where e13 denotes the false branch of e, 
<by (if.), Y=[[el3] {F-F} Cl& = (insert(y,,rl),C1,D1) 
since car(cons(yl,xl)) = y,, cdr(cons(yl,xl)) = xl, and sort(xl) = rlr 
Y~~d’#fiZe~ does not transform insert( y,, rl) since it does not depend on x) 
= (if F then nil else insert(y,,rl),C1,D1) 
and then applies Y~‘mfi and &?e@ to the resulting expression: 
92+4[9’&+[if F then nil else insert(yl,rl)]OC1]OCICl 
= Be@[insert(yl,rl)]OCIC1 
= insert(yl,rl) 
3. We eliminate dead parameters of sort’, defined by sort’(y1,xl,rl) = 
insert(yl,rl). Clearly, x1 is dead. We obtain a final definition of sort’: 
sort’(yl,rl) = insert(yl,rl). (30) 
It is clear that sort’( yl, rl) computes asymptotically at least as fast as sort(cons(y,, xl)) 
because each transformation step above guarantees this relation. Therefore, 
t(sort’(y, r)) < t(sort(cons(y, x))). Thus, (29) returns 
<sorQy, r),{ ( sor t( cons(y~,xl)), sort’(yl,rl), { (sort(xl), r1,0)})}> 
where sort’ is defined as in (30) and insert is defined as in the original program (28). 
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7.2. Selection sort 
Suppose the program is a selection sort that selects the least number in the list as the 
first number in the sorted list and sorts the rest recursively. 
sort(x) = if null(x) then nil 
else let k = least(x) 
in cons(k, sort(rest(x, k))) end 
least(x) = if null(cdr(x)) then car(x) 
else let s = least(cdr(x)) 
in if car(x) < s then cur(x) else s end 
rest(x, k) = if k = cur(x) then cdr(x) 
else cons(car(x), rest(cdr(x), k)) (31) 
Again, we start by introducing sort’( yl, x1, rl) to compute sort(cons( yl, x1)) in- 
crementally. But while we incrementalize the unfolded sort(cons(yl, XI)) to get a def- 
inition of sort’, the application Zeast(cons( yr, x1)) is transformed recursively, which 
results in the lifting of some conditions and bindings, and then applications of rest are 
transformed under these conditions and bindings. As a result of these transformations, 
sort’ compares yl with the first number in rl to decide whether yr should stay before 
rl, and, if not, recursively considers yl with the rest of r-1. But this is exactly the process 
of inserting yl into rl at the right place. Thus, to a certain degree, the derivation 
procedure discovered the insertion process from the selection sort via a series of 
transformations. 
As the derivation procedure is more complicated, an informal but complete deriva- 
tion is given below. As just mentioned, to compute sort(cons( y, x)) incrementally using 
sort(x) = r, we start by introducing sort’(yl,xl,rl) for sort(cons(yl,xl)) with 
sort(xl) = rl. 
1. Unfold sort(cons(y1, XI)): 
if null(cons(yl,x~)) then nil 
else let k = least(cons(yl, xl)) in cons(k, sort(rest(cons(yl, XI), 4)) end (32) 
2. Simplify the condition null(cons( yl, xl)) to false, and thus (32) is to be simplified 
to the false branch: 
let k = Eeast(cons( yl, x1)) in cons(k, sort(rest(cons(yl, xl), k))) end (33) 
3. Consider least(cons(y1, xl)), and introduce least'(y2,xz,r2) for 
least(cons(y2,x2)) with sort(x2) = r2. 
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3.1. Unfold least(cons( y2,x2)): 
if null(cdr(cons( ~2, x2))) then car(cons(y2, x2)) 
else let s = least(cdr(cons( y2, x2))) 
in if car(cons(y2, x2) 6 s then car(cons(y2, x2)) else s end (34) 
3.2. Simplify the condition null(cdr(cons( y2, x2))) to null(x2), and replace 
r&(x2) by null(r2) since 
null(sort(x2)) is specialized to true (false) when null(x2) is true (false). 
In the true branch, simplify cur(cons(y2,x2)) to ~2. In the false branch, simplify 
least(cdr(cons( y2, x2))) to least(x2), and replace leust(xz) by car(rz) since when rWr2) 
is false 
sort(xz) is specialized to let k2 = leust(x2) in cons(k2, sort(rest(x2, k2))) end, 
and then, in the body of the let expression, simplify cur(cons( ~2, x2)) to yz. Thus, (34) 
becomes 
if null(r2) then y2 else let s = cur(r2) in if y2 d s then y2 else s end (35) 
3.3. For least’ defined by leust’(yz,xz,rz) = (359, eliminate dead parameter x2 
Replace leust(cons(yl,xl)) by leust’(yl,rl), and unfold leust’(yl,rl) since least’ is not 
recursively defined and unfolding does not duplicate non-trivial computations. Thus, 
(33) becomes 
let k = (if null(rl) then yl else let s = cud in if yl d s then yl else s end) 
in cons(k, sort(rest(cons( yl, XI), k))) end (36) 
4. Lift the first condition null(ri) out of the top-level let. Thus, (36) becomes 
if null(rl) then let k = yl in cons(k, sort(rest(cons(yl, XI), k))) end 
else let k = (let s = cur(r1) in if yl < s then yl else s end) 
in cons(k, sort(rest(con.s(yl,xl), k))) end (37) 
5. In the true branch of (37), simplify xl to nil. No functions are introduced for the 
applications of rest and sort since they do not depend on x. Then unfold the let: 
cons(yl, sort(rest(cons(yl, 4, YI))) (38) 
In the false branch of (37), lift the binding s = cur(rl) out of the first let: 
let s = cur(rl) in let k = (if yl d s then yl else s) 
in cons(k, sort(rest(cons( yl, XI 1, k))) end end 
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and then lift the condition yl < s out of the second let: 
let s = cur(rl) in if yl < s then let k = yl in cons(k, sorr(rest(cons(yl, XI), k))) end 
else let k = s in cons(k, sort(rest(cons( yl, XI), k))) end end. (39) 
6. In the true branch of (39), first consider rest(cons(yl,x1), k), and introduce 
rest’(y3, x3, k3,r3) for rest(cons( yj,x3), k3) with sort(x3) = r3 and also k3 *y3, etc. 
6.1. Unfold rest(cons(y3, x3), k3): 
if k3 = car(cons( y3, x3)) then cdr(cons(y3, ~3)) 
else cons(cur(cons(y3, x3)), rest(cdr(cons(y3, x3)), k3)) (40) 
6.2. Simplify the condition k3 = cur(cons(y,, x3)) to k3 = y3, and further sim- 
plify it to true, and thus (40) is to be simplified to the true branch cdr(cons(y,, x3)), 
which is then simplified to x3. 
6.3. For rest’ defined by rest’(y3,x3, k3, r3) = x3, eliminate dead parameters y3, 
k3, and r3. 
Replace rest(cons(yl,xl), k) by rest’(xl), and unfold rest’(x,) to xl. Then, replace 
sort(xl) by rl. Finally, unfold the let. Thus, the true branch of (39) becomes 
cons(yr,rr) (41) 
7. In the false branch of (39), first consider rest(cons(yl,xl), k), and introduce 
rest;(y,,x,, k4, r4) for rest(cons(y4,x4), k4) with sort(x4) = r4 and also y, < so F, 
k4 t-r s, etc. 
7.1. Unfold rest(cons( y,, x4), k4): 
if k4 = cur(com( y,, x4)) then cdr(cons( y,, x4)) 
else cons(car(cons( y,, x4)), rest(cdr(cons( y,, x4)), k4)) (42) 
7.2. Simplify the condition k4 = cur(cons(y,, x4)) to k4 = y,, and further sim- 
plify it to false, and thus (42) is to be simplified to the false branch, which is then 
simplified to cons( y,, rest(x,, k4)). 
7.3. For rest; defined by rest; ( y4, x4, k4, r4) = cons( y,, rest(x4, k4)), eliminate 
dead parameter 4. 
Replace rest(cons( y,, xl), k) by rest; ( yl, xl, k), and unfold rest;( y,, xl, k) 
to cons( y,, rest(xl, k)). Then, replace sort(cons( y,, rest(x,, k))) by sort’( y,, rest(x,, k), 
cdr(r,)), since when nulZ(r,) is false 
sort(x,) is specialized to let kl = least(x,) in cons(k,, sort(rest(xl, k,))) end, 
which implies sort(rest(xl, k)) = cdr(r,) for k = s = cur(r,) = kl. Finally, unfold the 
let. Thus, the false branch of (39) becomes 
cons(s, sort’( y,, rest(xl, s), cdr(r,))) (43) 
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8. Putting (37) (38) (39) (41) (43) together, sort’ is defined by 
sort’(yl,xl,rI) = if nuZZ(r,) then cons(y,, sort(rest(cons(y,, nil), yl))) 
else let s = cm+,) in if y, < s then cons( y,, rl) 
else cons(s, sort’( yl, rest(x, s), cdr(r,))) end 
Eliminating dead parameter x1, we obtain a final definition of sort’: 
sort’(y,, rl) = if nuZZ(r,) then cons(y,, sort(rest(cons(y,, nil), yI))) 
else let s = cm+,) in if y, < s then cons(y,, rl) 
else cons(s, sort’(y,, cdr(r,))) end (44) 
It is easy to see that, in the true branch, sort(rest(cons( y,, nil), y,)) returns nil in 
constant time given any number y,; in the false branch, the let expression could be 
unfolded. Thus, sort’ does exactly an insertion as the insert in (28). 
At the end, we have sort(cons( y, x)) = sort’( y, r) for sort(x) = r, where sort’ is defined 
as in (44). 
7.3. Merge sort 
Suppose the program is a merge sort that divides the list into two sublists, 
recursively sorts the two sublists, and then merges the two sorted sublists. 
sort(x) = if null(x) then nil 
else if nuZZ(cdr(x)) then cons(car(x), nil) 
else merge(sort(odd(x)), sort(even(x))) 
odd(x) = if null(x) then nil 
else cons(cur(x), euen(cdr(x))) 
even(x) = if null(x) then nil 
else odd(cdr(x)) 
merge(x, y) = if null(x) then y 
else if nuZZ( y) then x 
else if cur(x) d cur(y) then cons(cur(x), merge(cdr(x), y)) 
else cons(cur( y), merge(x, cdr( y))) 
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An insertion can be easily obtained if we are given the property that sorting the new 
list equals merging the new number into the previously sorted list. 
sort’(y,,x,,r,) = sort(cons(yl,x,)), with sort(x,) = rI function introduction 
= merge(cons( y,, nil), sort(x,)) property relating merge and sort 
= merge(cons( y,, nil), rI) replacement 
sort’(y,,r,) = merge(cons(y,,nil),r,) dead parameter elimination 
sort(cons( y, x)) = sort’( y, r), for sort(x) = r use of the introduced function 
The derived program sort’ basically performs an insertion with a constant factor 
overhead over the insert in (28). The required property that relates merge and sort can 
be proved by a straightforward induction based on the associativity and commutativ- 
ity of merge. However, if the above property is not given, then no incremental 
program can be derived using the derivation procedure. But what is interesting is the 
following. 
Suppose we cache intermediate results during merge sort, i.e., we recursively cache 
sorted sublists. Then following the derivation procedure, we can easily obtain an 
incremental merge sort that incrementally sorts the new list by recursively merging the 
new number with the appropriate intermediate results. 
An informal derivation with a few major transformation steps is given below. Let - 
sort be a function that extends sort with cached intermediate results as auxiliary 
information. 
z(x) = if null(x) then con(nil,auxo) 
else if null(cdr(x)) then con(cons(car(x), nil), aux,) 
else let so = s(odd(x)) in 
let se = G(even(x)) in 
con(merge(con,(so), con,(se)), aux(so, se)) end end 
sort(x) = con,(G? (x)) 
s(x) returns a con constructor application, where the first element is the value of 
sort(x) and can be selected using con,, and the second element is the auxiliary 
information corresponding to x and can be selected using con,. The auxiliary informa- 
tion corresponding to x is a constant auxO if x is nil, a constant auxl if x is a single- 
element list, and an aux construction of s(odd(x)) and s(eoen(x)) otherwise, 
where the first element can be selected using aux, and second aux,. 
We start by introducing &?‘(yI,xl,iI) to compute ~(cons(y,,xl)) incremen- 
tally using G?(x,) = iI. 
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1. Unfold &% (cons( y,, x1)): 
if null(cons(y,,xI)) then con(nil,auxo) 
else if nuZl(cdr(c~ns(y~, x1))) then con(cons(cur(com( y,, x1)), nil), aux,) 
else let so = G?(odd(cons(y,, x1))) in 
let se = GG(efm(cons( y,, x1))) in 
con(merge(con,(so), con,(~)), aux(so, se)) end end (45) 
2. Simplify the first condition nuZZ(cons(y,, x1)) to false, and thus the first branch 
is to be eliminated. Simplify the second condition nuZZ(cdr(cons( y,, x1))) to nuZZ(xl), 
and in the second branch simplify car(cons(y,,x,)) to y,. In the third branch, 
simplify odd(cons(yl, x1)) to cons(y,,e~en(x~)), and even(cons(yl,xl)) to odd(xl). 
We get 
if null(x,) then con(cons(y,, nil), aux,) 
else let so = GT(cons( y,, euen(x,))) in 
let se = S(odd(xI)) in 
con(merge(con,(so), con&e)), aux(so, se)) end end (46) 
3. When nuZZ(xl) is false, &%(x1) is specialized to a conditional expression with 
condition nuZZ(cdr(x,)). Thus, the false branch of (46) is to be separated into two 
corresponding cases. 
4. nuZZ(x,) is replaced by nuZZ(con,(r^,)) since 
nuZZ(con,(&?(x,))) is specialized to true (false) when nuZZ(xl) is true (false). 
nuZZ(cdr(xl)) is replaced by nuZZ(cdr(con,(i,))) since 
nuZZ(cdr(con,(~(~~)))) is specialized to true (false) when nuZZ(cdr(xl)) is true 
(false). 
In the branch where nuZZ(cdr(xl)) is true, euen(xl) becomes nil, then &?(cons( y,, nil)) 
becomes con(cons(yl) nil), uux,); odd(xl) becomes cons(cur(xl), nil), then 
%(cons(cur(x,), niZ)) becomes con(cons(cu~(x~), nil), uuxl), which is then replaced by 
i1 since 
- 
sorr(x,) is specialized to con(cons(cur(xl), nil), uux,) when nuZZ(cdr(xl)) is true. 
In the other branch where nuZZ(cdr(x,)) is false, 
&?(x,) is specialized to con( . . . ,uux(GG(odd(xl)),GS((even(xl)))), 
which implies s(odd(xl)) = uux,(con,(il)) and %(even(xl)) = uux,(con,(il)); 
thus z (cons( y,, euen(xl))) is replaced by a’( y,, euen(xl), uux,(con,(il))), and 
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s(odd(x,)) is replaced by aux,(con,(il)). We get 
if null(con,(i,)) then con(cons( y,, nil), aux,) 
else if null(cdr(con,(i,))) then 
let so = con(cons( y,, nil), aux,) in 
con(merge(con,(so), conl(fl)), uux(so, F1)) end 
else let so = GG’( yl, eoen(xI), aux,(con,(fI))) in 
let se = uux,(con,(~I)) in 
con(merge(con,(so), con&e)), uux(so, se)) end end (47) 
5. Eliminate dead parameter of $ ‘, defined by $ ‘( y, , x1, fl ) = (47). Obviously, 
x1 is dead. We obtain a final definition of z’: 
z ‘( y,, il) = if null(con,(i, )) then con(cons( yl, nil), uux,) 
else if null(cdr(con,(il))) then 
let so = con(cons( yl, nil), uux,) in 
con(merge(con,(so),con,(i,)), uux(so, iI)) end 
else let so = S’(y,, uux,(con,(il))) in 
let se = uux,(cona(il)) in 
con(merge(con,(so), con,(se)), uux(so, se)) end end (48) 
At the end, we have &? (cons( y, x)) = &? '( y, 9 for z (x) = t, where z ’ is defined 
as in (48). $‘( y, r”) incrementally sorts the new list and maintains the corresponding 
auxiliary information. 
Both insertion sort and selection sort take O(d) time, where n is the length of the 
input list, and merge sort takes O(n log n) time. Insertion takes only O(n) time; but it 
uses O(n) space to store the previously sorted list. Incremental merge sort also takes 
O(n) time; but it uses O(nlogn) space to store intermediate results. 
The derivation of the incremental merge sort suggests that our approach of 
exploiting cached values for incrementality is powerful: the power of caching obviates 
the reliance on a theorem prover for proving certain properties. We can also view it as 
trading space for theorem proving ability. 
8. Related work and conclusion 
Our approach to deriving incremental programs combines a number of program 
analysis and transformation techniques, which have been summarized in Section 6.1. 
Here, we take a closer look at related work in incremental computation, which is 
introduced in Section 1 and partitioned into three classes. 
First of all, given particular problems with certain input changes, can our approach 
be used to derive as efficient incremental programs as those in the first class? The 
general answer is positive, but with three caveats. First, the particular problem needs 
to be coded naturally in the language for which our approach is presented. Second, the 
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quality of a derived incremental program depends on the way the non-incremental 
program is coded, as seen in the sort examples in Section 7. Third, auxiliary informa- 
tion is needed for many incremental problems but may be difficult to discover. In this 
case, we can use the ideas in Section 6.3, at least use the derivation procedure on 
programs that are extended to compute manually discovered auxiliary information, 
and derive programs that incrementally maintain the auxiliary information. 
Since our transformational approach is related to partial evaluation in some 
aspects, it is worthwhile to specially compare it with the work by Sundaresh and 
Hudak [42,41] in the second class. The common aspect is that both works aim at 
obtaining incremental computation by transforming non-incremental programs. 
However, the two approaches follow different lines. Their work most uses partial 
evaluation, with extra efforts on partitioning program inputs and combining residual 
programs. Our method combines a series of analysis and transformation techniques 
that “parallel” those used in (generalized) partial evaluation, but with the goal of 
incrementalization in addition to specialization, and therefore employs overall more 
extensive and more complicated techniques. We believe a major limitation of the 
Sundaresh-Hudak framework is that it can only handle input changes according to 
a pre-given input partition, which is partly implied as a work in the second class. 
Our work is closest in spirit to the finite differencing techniques of the third class. 
The name “finite differencing” was originally given by Paige and Koenig [30]. Their 
work generalizes Cocke’s strength reduction [9] and provides a convenient frame- 
work for implementing a host of transformations including Earley’s “iterator inver- 
sion” [lo]. They develop a set of rules for differentiating set-theoretic expressions and 
combine these rules using a chain rule to derive inexpensive programs with incremen- 
tal loop bodies. Such techniques are indispensable as part of an optimizing compiler 
for languages like SETL or APL [29,7]. The APTS program transformation system 
[28] has been developed for such purposes. Our technique differs from theirs in that it 
applies to programs written in a standard language like Lisp. In general, such 
programs are written at a lower abstraction level so that a fixed set of rules for 
differentiating expressions involving complex objects like sets is not sufficient. The 
technique we propose can be regarded as a principle and a systematic approach, 
through which incrementalities can be discovered in existing programs written in 
standard languages. 
Smith’s work in KIDS [38,39] is closely related to ours. KIDS is a semi-automatic 
program development system that aims to derive efficient programs from high-level 
specifications [40], as is APTS. Its version of finite differencing was developed for the 
optimization of its derived functional programs and has two basic operations: ab- 
straction and simplification. Abstraction of a functionfadds an extra cache parameter 
to f: Simplification simplifies the definition off given the added cache parameter. 
However, as to how the cache parameter should be used in the simplification to 
provide incrementality, KIDS provides only the observation that distributive laws 
can often be applied. The Munich CIP project [3 l] has a strategy for finite differenc- 
ing that captures similar ideas. It first “defines by a suitable embedding a functionf’“, 
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and then “derives a recursive version off’ using generalized unfold/fold strategy”, but 
provides no special techniques for discovering incrementality. We believe that both 
works provide only general strategies with no precise procedure to follow, and 
therefore are less automatable than ours. 
We conclude with the contribution of our work to a general model of incremental 
computation, namely, a model 4 that takes a (non-incremental) program f written 
in some language _Y and an input change 0, which is also describable in 2, and 
derives f’, an incremental version of f under 0. Such a model addresses all three 
classes of work in incremental computation, for the following reasons. The develop- 
ment of particular incremental algorithms in the first class is a special case of 4?, 
where f and @ are fixed according to particular problems, and f’ is derived manually. 
An incremental execution framework in the second class is a kind of JZ that is general 
in that it automatically incrementalizes any application program f, but has poor 
specializability in that any change 0 to program f is handled in the way prescribed 
by the framework (and often no explicit f’ is derived). Work in the third class is not 
only general, but also specialized to any program f and change 0; however, so far 
effective methods focus on the class of 4 where the language 2 is limited to very 
high-level anguages. What is needed is an effective approach for deriving incremental 
programs from non-incremental ones written in a standard language. 
We have presented such a systematic approach for deriving incremental programs 
from non-incremental programs written in a standard functional programming lan- 
guage. It begins the study of a general model for incremental computation along 
unique lines distinct from all other approaches. Although this problem is, in general, 
very hard, we have shown that an effective approach can be developed to derive 
incremental programs by effectively combining particular program transformation 
and analysis techniques. 
Although we presented our approach in terms of a first-order functional language 
with strict semantics, we have reason to believe that our basic principle applies to 
other standard languages as well, e.g., higher-order functional languages, functional 
languages with lazy semantics, and imperative languages. Of course, special program 
analysis and transformation techniques related to these language features must be 
exploited, and they may complicate the derivation issues in one way or another, just as 
when partial evaluation techniques are developed to cope with such language features. 
On the other hand, these other language features allow some algorithms to be coded 
more naturally and incremental versions derived to be more efficient, making a gen- 
eral model for incremental computation more complete. 
By studying these general techniques, we aim to better understand the essence of 
incremental computation. We also aim to establish a general framework in which 
different ideas on incremental computation can be integrated. By specializing the 
general techniques to different applications, we will be able to obtain particular 
incremental algorithms, particular incremental computation techniques, and particu- 
lar incremental computation languages. Their applications could include most prob- 
lems discussed in the literature [33]. 
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